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	The use of computing technology for entertainment purposes is not a recent phenomenon.

	Video game consoles, home computers and other entertainment media

	have been used widely for more than three decades, and people of all ages are spending

	an increasing amount of time and money on these technologies.





	More recent is the rise of a vibrant research community focusing on gaming and

	entertainment applications. Driven by the growth and the coming of age of the gaming

	industry, and by its increasing recognition in the media and the minds of the

	broader public, the study of computer games, game development and experiences is

	attracting the interest of researchers from very diverse fields: social sciences, computing,

	electrical engineering, design, etc.





	Research of this kind looks to extend the boundaries of gaming technologies. In a

	relentless drive for innovation, it looks to create and understand an ever increasing

	range of experiences, and examine how games can provide value for educational,

	therapeutic and other ‘serious’ purposes. These themes were reflected in the call for

	participation and eventually the papers accepted for presentation.





	The Fun n’ Games conference was the second event of a bi-annual series of conferences.

	The first event of the series was held in Preston in 2006 organized by the

	University of Central Lancashire. Following the success of this event it was decided

	to run a follow up.





	The aim of this second event in the series was to bring together researchers creating

	innovations in games and technologies supporting games, researchers studying

	the experiences of playing games, and those exploring the emerging theme of serious

	games.





	Fun n’ Games was designed as a single-track conference for interaction between

	participants coming from different disciplines. It included a workshop program, a

	posters session and a demonstrations program. This volume contains the refereed

	technical papers presented at the conference and the invited papers by the keynote

	speakers. An adjunct proceedings volume distributed to the conference attendees

	includes the papers in the other categories (demos, posters, workshop abstracts).





	Technical papers were selected after a rigorous review process. In all, 36 technical

	papers were submitted, of which 17 were selected for presentation. Each paper was

	reviewed by three to five reviewers and a meta-review was conducted separately by

	the Chairs. The selection criteria were designed to invite contributions from both

	scientific and design disciplines; they included soundness, originality, innovativeness,

	potential impact. We are confident that this process is reflected in the quality of the

	selected articles and we hope that the proceedings are a useful point of reference for

	designers and scientists working in this field.
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Microsoft  Visual Basic  .NET Step by Step--Version 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Microsoft Visual Basic .NET Step by  Step—Version 2003 is a comprehensive introduction to Visual Basic  programming using the MicrosoftVisual Basic .NET 2003 software. I’ve designed this  course with a variety of skill...
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-294): Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory InfrastructureMicrosoft Press, 2003
Welcome to MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-294): Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory Infrastructure.
This kit introduces you to Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and prepares you to plan, configure, and administer your Active Directory infrastructure. You will learn to use Active...
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Programming Mobile Robots with Aria and Player: A Guide to C++ Object-Oriented ControlSpringer, 2009
Programming Mobile Robots with Aria and Player provides a comprehensive guide to creating object-oriented C++ programs for robots using the Player and Aria APIs within a Linux environment. A basic knowledge of object-oriented techniques is assumed, but the text is written in a user-friendly style, and is equally suitable for researchers...
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Linux for Embedded and Real-Time ApplicationsNewnes, 2002
In this applications-oriented reference, Doug Abbott shows how to put Linux to work in embedded and real-time applications. Among the topics Abbott discusses include memory management, device drivers, interrupt handling, kernel instrumentation, boatloaders, embedded networking, inter-task communications, periodic vs. "one shot" timing,...
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PHP 5 CMS Framework DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2008
This book guides you through the design and implementation decisions necessary to create a working architecture for a PHP5-based content management system. Each of the major areas and decision points are reviewed and discussed. Code examples, which take advantage of PHP5's object oriented nature, are provided and explained. They serve as a means of...
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The Top Consultant: Developing Your Skills For Greater EffectivenessKogan Page, 2004
Highly acclaimed, The Top Consultant is a comprehensive guide for all consultants looking to provide a first class service to their clients, and who wish to become expert practitioners. In this revised third edition of what has become a standard text, Calvert Markham shows how consultants can develop their performance in a wide range of...
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